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Hello from Your on the Street Reporter. Holly (Reporterette) and I are in Las Vegas, Nevada, to
attend a Rod Stewart show tonight at Caesar’s Palace. We drove up from Palm Springs where we
are snow-birding for the winter to avoid the north Idaho freezes. Avoiding the interstates, we had
a fine time motoring through some pristine desert and cactus country, including the Mojave
National Preserve, which I will recount in the Traveling America series.
Last week I read Stewart’s autobiography, Rod: The Autobiography. In addition to impressions I
have formed about this man from his fifty-year career, the book left me with these additional
opinions.
Unlike George Bush Jr., I would like to have a drink with Rod. One reason I would prefer to
have a drink with Rod is because George doesn’t drink, but in his youth, he used to imbibe quite
a lot. Sitting around consuming alcohol with a person who belongs to AA is not my idea of
socializing.
I would not have this concern with Rod. Just the opposite, until late in his career, he could drink
a saloon full of drinkers under the table. But no longer. Now, he drinks modest amounts of wine.
Also, he is off cocaine, but at one time, he was able to sniff everyone under the table.
About the drugs, he writes that he himself never purchased any narcotic. The idea is amazing
considering he was a frequent user. He says someone around him always had the money
available to buy his fixes from someone else around him who always had cocaine for sale.
Rod comes across in his book as a good time Charlie. I use this term as a compliment to the man.
He was once a semi-wild rock and roller. But he was not a mean megastar, not one to trash
himself and others. (He admits he and his band trashed a few hotel rooms, but paid for the
damage.) It appears he never abused his friends or family. Mr. Stewart holds his family and
friends dear, likely on a par with his obsession with and love of football (soccer).
The term Good Time Charlie also describes (to me anyway) a person with an outgoing
personality. During a later time in his career, he was experiencing song writer’s block and
therefore became concerned that his career might be cut short. Cut short? At that stage in his
career, he had been a phenomenal success for at least thirty years. Maybe he was worried he
would not be rocking on the stage while he was rocking in a chair.
Anyway, he made his concern known to a close friend. His friend suggested he go away and live
for a while on an uninhabited island, with an acoustic guitar as his only companion. On that
island, his friend said, he would rediscover his song writing ability. Rod’s reply was one of total
disbelief. That sort of life style would drive him crazy.
Stewart does not profess to be a talented song writer, an admission I have never heard a song
writer make. Several times in his book he mentions his struggles with composing lyrics. His
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partial solution---also demonstrating his friendly nature---is to assemble a group of his
friends/musicians and have all of them work together to produce an album. They feed off one
another’s ideas.
Writing. Song writing. Sometimes good. Sometimes, not so good. Mark Twain penned some
poor prose. So did the Beatles with their lyrics. Tolstoy needed an editor. Anyone who writes
prose or lyrics can benefit from another party to fix them up a bit. Rod Stewart’s lyrics below are
both praised and lambasted:
Oh the rhythm of the heart beats like a drum,
With the words “I love you” rolling off the tongue.
No, I will never roam, for I know my place is home.

Inspiring? Pabulum? A bit of both. But song lyrics often come across as linguistic killers until
they are put to music. Read Cat Stevens’ lyrics without his music and you will come away
puzzled about Cat’s mental equilibrium. But with his music, the lyrics somehow come across as
humane and sensible. A songwriter should not be judged on his/her lyrics…until they are playedout in chords.
Anyway, to another idea that is addressed in this report: Rob Stewart is obviously a fine athlete.
His football prowess, his physique, and his (now) healthy lifestyle attests to one concerned with
fitness.
So, is there anything I don’t like about Rod Stewart….other than the fact that I don’t know him
and he might be a total ass? …Even though he certainly does not come across as such. His hair?
Fine with me. In the 70s, I had hair well past my shoulders. I thought about buying a rubber band
and putting my mane in a pony tail, but I knew it would not pass muster with my cowboy family
back in New Mexico. I was pretty independent in those days, but not to the extent of having the
welcome mat pulled out from under me.
Like Dolly Parton does with her breasts, humorous self-mocking, Rod Stewart has fun with his
hair. It’s part of his persona.

He admits he was a dandy (my word) earlier in his career in relation to his clothes.
(See figure on left for an example.)1 Let the man who lives in a glass house throw
stones. In the 70s, I bought a suit from Raleigh’s Men’s Wear in D.C. that was a
close replica of an Italian table cloth. The suit had a checkered pattern. Both jacket
and trouser were stitched with tiny alternating blue and white checks.

So, here’s to you Mr. Stewart, down the hatch! ...if only a tepid wine. Someday, maybe we will
have a drink together. You can tell me about your gigs and groupies. I’ll tell you…hm, I’ll listen.

1

Rod Stewart, Rod: The Autobiography (New York: Random House, 2012), 186 and 187.
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Later, we will visit---if
if only in
i an unapproachable way---with Rod Stewart while he is oon stage.
For now, let me bring you up to date with my impressions of Las Vegas, which I have written
about several times in past reports (See Blog.UylessBlack.com).
+++
This is my first stay at Caesar’s Palace. I like the place. The prices are reasonable. The lobby and
casino area are
re extravagant (see the photos below). But
ut after all, this is Las Vegas.
Vegas Besides,
moderate excess is a lot more fun than excessive moderation…and
moderation and taking Rod’s early days in
rock and roll to heart: Nothing succeeds like excess.2

Lobby area of Caesar’s Palace.

Parts of this huge complex left
me with a feeling of wandering
through a science fiction
landscape, as if I were Truman
in that movie about a man
(permanently) placed inside a
huge studio
st
set. It was
pleasantly contrived, agreeably
surreal.
Initially, it was a bit
Initially
disconcerting, as suggested in
the photo
hoto to the left. I saw
mystic
ystic images of gladiators and
marbled ruins, underneath
underneat a
lofty ceiling, beautifully rendered to resemble a sky…that could field an NFL punt. Sitting at a
table next to (?) Neptune,, I could order a coffee, while contemplating The Rise and Fall of the
Roman Empire and window shopping at the nearby Gucci store. Only in Las Vegas.
As with many casino/hotels, there are no chairs or sofas in the lobby. If you want to rest
re your
feet, the only relief is to find a chair next to a slot machine, a gambling table, or a bar.
2

I’ve used two well known quotes without quotation marks because I do not know the exact quotes or the persons
who uttered them. They did not come from this writer’s mouth or pen.
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One shoddy aspect of Caesar’s Palace: Self-brewed coffee was available in our room, at $12 a
package. Holiday Inn,, Best Western, and practically every other hotel/motel in America offer
free coffee. I suspect the fact that Starbuck’s has kiosks in the complex
complex has something to do with
this arrangement. Free coffee would cut down on their sales.
We rented a large room (see Figure on
far left),
), about 30 x 12 feet. It was old
o
décor but not worn or shabby. I knew
the room had not been renovated lately
from the telephone
elephone (see figure on left).
left
To my knowledge, Nortel has not
made a phone for over twenty years.
+++
After arriving last
st night, we prepared to leave our room to find a restaurant in the hotel. I was
unpacking my suitcase and discovered I had forgotten to pack my suitcase w
with much of
anything. No shoes, no socks, no exercise gear, one shirt, some underwear, etc….
etc….and tons of
pills. The latter load is likely why I forgot to bring my Rod Stewart dandy duds. By the time I
had deposited all my drugss into my luggage, I was too weary to care about anything but closing
the lid. (Your time will come young reader. Live it up while you can. Just like Rod did and
does.)
I went down to the lobby to purchase a shirt to cover me through
these next two days. I was shopping for a Rod Stewart pull-over. No
such luck. Other than the clothes I was wearing when I left Palm
Springs, the figure on the left shows the only top wear I will be
wearing this weekend.
I did not bring
ring the proper attire to match Rod’s ensembles. The only
competition I can have with Rod--- my former
ormer fellow semi-wild-man
semi
icon---is
is singing. And singing? My nickname is a takeoff from the
famous musician’s name Lester Flatt. Mine is Uyless Flat.

The Las Vegas skyline. Romance is part of its air. Look one
way, you can spot a model of the
he Eiffel Tower, as seen in
the photo to the left. Look another direction, and you can
see mockups of Egyptian pyramids. Another view shows
replicas of the Empire State Building
ing and the Chrysler
Building. Again, that’s Las Vegas.

+++
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My first visit to Las Vegas was in 1959. Caesar’s Palace had not yet been built. The Flamingo
(where I stayed) was the original complex built by Bugsy Siegal in 1946.
1946 Back then, food was
furnished to entice
ice gamblers to a casino. A fine buffet cost a dollar or so. A full dinner
dinner---mostly
mediocre food---cost
cost less than the price of a cup of Starbucks coffee today (an approximation,
but close).
). Times have changed. Some of the finest chefs in America call Las Vegas their home
base. Some
ome of the best food in America is cooked here. And some of the most expensive.
But it is worth it. We had a “Porter
“Porterhouse for Two” at
the one of the restaurants in the complex.
complex The price
for the steak was $105.. The quality of the meat was
on a par with a Kobe beef filet and not nearly as
expensive.. The next night we din
dined at a fabled
restaurant, “Palm.” Not the original place, which is
located in New York City, but an offshoot,
offshoot the front
of the place is shown in the photo to the
th left,
accentuated with Caesar’s Palace statues. For
starters, try a simple wedge lettuce with bleu cheese
crumbs and just a small bit of bleu cheese dressing.
It’s called the classic wedge, and you have to order it
specifically, otherwise you find in front
fr
of you a version with walnuts and other yuppy
condiments.
+++
Before I report on the performance
performance, a brief sidebar. Reporterette reports
to Reporter as a staff member for my writing projects and pretty much
takes my orders…as a staff member should do.
do She changed hats today--put
-on the hat of a mate---and “recommended
recommended” against my wearing a
Caesar’s Palace pullover T shirt for the show. Granted, I was not to be
on stage physically but well, after all…a logo T shirt? I agreed. Besides,
in my mind, I would be up there---if
there if only in spirit
spirit---rock ‘n rollin’ with
Rod. Thus, as it came about, my staff went shopping. The end result is
seen in the photo on the left. Pretty cool, eh? A tux-like
tux
pièce de
résistance for the evening...accompanied with Levis.
Later, I paid a call to the store where
w
Holly bought the shirt. I enquired about buying another
color. During this enquiry, I looked at the price tag of my gift: $200. Rod, your costumes will
have nothing on Uyless Black’s
Black shirt this evening!
 Later: “Holly, eh thanks. I can’t recall wearing a shirt…sure a suit…but not a shirt that
cost $200.”
 “It’s a designer shirt,
shirt Uyless!”
 That was that from her end. From my end: “Look, all shirts are desig
designed shirts. If they
weren’t designed, they wouldn’t be shirts in the first place.”
place
 “Designer shirts, Uyless. Designer.”
Design
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 Add an “er” to a word, pump up the price 500%. Beats me. “OK.” And that was it from
my (Costco groupie) end.
The performance, preceded with the curtain shown in the photo below, did not disappoint the
audience. It was evident we adored the man. It was evident he adored his fans. He comes across
on stage as he came across in this book: a warm hearted, humorous and consummate performer,
a professional in the best sense of the word. (Holly and I were told by the usher, “He starts every
performance on time.”) And can he sing! In addition, unlike his assessment of his own talent, his
song writing is “pretty good.”

The phrase on the curtain, “Some guys
have all the luck” is a healthy admission
from Stewart. He developed malignant
thyroid gland cancer, which forced him to
relearn to sing. But more: As I read his
autobiography, on more than one occasion,
I said to myself: It’s a wonder this man is
not dead. He’s candid about his loose life
style. But then, Hemingway told us it is
impossible to kill oneself with too much
sex, booze, cocaine. Sure, and Rod often
performed while he was stoned to the gills.

He acknowledges he was rich enough to be able to afford high-quality cocaine. He never had to
ingest drugs that might have contained “unhealthy additives,” a risk that less affluent users faced
every day. I read this part of his book thinking of an old saying: “one measure of power is how
easily obstacles are overcome.” The best cocaine money could buy, just for the asking, without
buying it. Any measure, anytime. By this measure, Rod Stewart is a very powerful man.
The show itself was a kick, helped by Rod’s dance kicks,
shown to the right. Notice his white and black shoes. They
were big deals in my youth. Even bigger deals were allwhite-suedes. During my teens and early twenties, I had a
pair of white suedes. They almost danced by themselves,
my legs tagged-along in their steps. My buddies called me
White Black. Upon my getting married and giving up my
Saturday Night Fever frenzies, I bequeathed my white
suedes to a Baltimore buddy who could dance no better than a Baltimore Oriole. The Saturday
night after my gift, that man, outfitted with
those white suedes, took to the dance floor and
had flashes of rock and roll steps that would
have impressed John Travolta.
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The Rod Stewart show was elaborate. The stage was huge and pleasing to the eye,
eye as seen to the
left (withh a blowup of a guitar soloist and Rod seen toward the lower part of the picture)
picture). The
accompanying musicians were gifted. One stunningly beautiful woman played the violin, then
the mandolin, all with smiles that melted the heart of this customer. But can she cook? Play on
lovely one. You’re the one with talent. I’ll scramble the eggs.

My only complaint was that the volume of the guitars and drums often overpowered Rod’s
vocals. Perhaps that is what he wanted. He is concerned that his voice may be failing. We all
need a little back-up now and then.
Anyway, I could relate to Rod’s shoes…as well as Rod’s
maturing face, as seen to the left.
eft. He’s aging just fine. So is his
voice.
I make these assessments in the context of my somewhat sudden
sudd
discovery that…I am old. What happened along life’s highway? I
was supposed to be forever young. So were you.
If you are indeed young and reading my thoughts with a sense of
puzzlement, stay tuned to your changing body. Stay alert to and
appreciative of each moment you are mobile,
mobile strong, and erect. I
used to call this mental process transcendental meditation.
Today, the tag is “mindfulness.” Whatever the name, it’s about
reflection about ourselves in relation to our surroundings.

And let’s all stay attuned to Rod Stewart’s song
song, “Forever Young”:
May the good lord be with you
Down every road you roam
And may sunshine and happiness
Surround you when you're far from home
And may you grow to be proud
Dignified and true
And do unto others
As you'd have done to you
Be courageous and be brave
And in my heart you'll always stay
Forever young, forever young
Forever young, forever young
May good fortune be with you
May your guiding light be strong
Build a stairway to heaven
With a prince or a vagabond
And may you never love in vain
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And in my heart you'll always remain
Forever young, forever young
Forever young, forever young
Forever young
Forever young
And when you finally fly away
I'll be hoping that I served you well
For all the wisdom of a lifetime
No one can ever tell
But whatever road you choose
I'm right behind you, win or lose
Forever young, forever young
Forever young, forever young
Forever young, forever young
For, forever young, forever young

Rob Stewart’s autobiography tells of a wild, even reckless youth, one accentuated with innocent
pranks, yet one that could have had a very sad ending. Nonetheless, what I carried away from his
story about himself is that, deep down he knew when to back off. Overall, he made sure his
athleticism and love of football kept him fit.
If we take care of our bodies, our bodies will---much more often than not---take care of us. If we
do not take care of our bodies, our bodies---much more often than not---will abandon us with
absolute and justified certainty.
It’s a very simple contract we have with ourselves. I sensed Rod Stewart was aware of this
contract and his sense of this reality ultimately saved, if not his life, then his career.
+++
I recommend Caesar’s Palace, and the hotel’s restaurants. I recommend Las Vegas for a change
of pace. I recommend Rod Stewart for a breath of fresh air. And here and there in life, I
recommend a designer shirt for all of us.
So, let’s you and I make this pact: Let’s try to make our lives immune from the mundane minutes
of just getting by. Let’s ask more of ourselves. Let’s do what Rob Stewart seems to have done
most of his life. Let’s let our escapes really take hold---not just timorously--to remove the
monotonous chores associated with our wearisome worries about day-to-day life.
But our escapes need not be a fancy meal at the Palm. It need not be a Las Vegas get-a-way, or a
Rod Stewart gig in a swanky nightclub.
All that is needed is for you and me to shift our mental gears and let us imagine whatever it is
that suits our fanciful illusions. After all, life is real enough unto itself, so why bother dwelling
on it?
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Here is some advice from Rod and Uyless: Shift gears, brother! Shift gears, sister! Savor and
celebrate that which we have today. No shifts into reverse can happen with our scenario.
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